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We consider fixed scan Gibbs and block Gibbs samplers for a Bayesian hierarchi-
cal random effects model with proper conjugate priors. A drift condition given in
Meyn and Tweedie (1993, Chapter 15) is used to show that these Markov chains
are geometrically ergodic. Showing that a Gibbs sampler is geometrically ergodic is
the first step toward establishing central limit theorems, which can be used to
approximate the error associated with Monte Carlo estimates of posterior quan-
tities of interest. Thus, our results will be of practical interest to researchers using
these Gibbs samplers for Bayesian data analysis.  1998 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 60J27, 62F15.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gelfand and Smith (1990, Section 3.4) introduced the Gibbs sampler for
the hierarchical one-way random effects model with proper conjugate
priors. Rosenthal (1995b) studied its convergence properties, but did not
establish geometric ergodicity. In this paper, we consider a more general
version of Gelfand and Smith’s (1990) model, and prove that the Gibbs
and block Gibbs samplers are geometrically ergodic. This fact can be used
in conjunction with the results of Chan and Geyer (1994) to establish cen-
tral limit theorems, which can in turn be used to approximate the error
associated with Monte Carlo estimates of posterior quantities of interest.
A drift condition described by Meyn and Tweedie (1993, Chapter 15) is
used to show that the block Gibbs sampler is geometrically ergodic for all
values of the hyperparameters and that the Gibbs sampler is geometrically
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ergodic under a restriction on one of the six hyperparameters, and a
restriction on the extent to which the data are unbalanced. We note that
Chan (1993) has developed easily checked sufficient conditions for geometric
ergodicity of certain two-variable Gibbs samplers, and while the block
Gibbs sampler that we analyze is effectively two-variable, it does not fit
into the framework considered by Chan. Other work concerning geometric
ergodicity of Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms includes Roberts and
Tweedie (1996) and Mengersen and Tweedie (1996), who consider Hastings
and Metropolis algorithms with specialized (independence and symmetric)
candidates. Again, these results are not directly relevant to our Gibbs
samplers.
The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. After the model is described
in Section 2, the conditional densities that are required for implementing
the Gibbs and block Gibbs samplers are given in Section 3. In Section 4,
we provide the necessary Markov chain background and present the drift
condition. Geometric ergodicity is established for the block Gibbs sampler
and the Gibbs sampler in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, some
possible extensions are mentioned in Section 7.
2. THE MODEL
Consider the unbalanced, one-way random effects model (Searle, Casella
and McCulloch, 1992, Chapter 3)
yij=%i+= ij , i=1, 2, ..., K; j=1, 2, ..., mi , (1)
where the %i ’s (the random effects) are independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) N(+, *&1% ) and the =ij ’s (white noise) are i.i.d. N(0, *
&1
e ).
Also, %i and =ij are assumed to be independent for all i and j. The overall
mean, +, and the variance components, *&1% and *
&1
e , are considered
unknown parameters. Also, we assume K2 and mi2 for all i.
This frequentist random effects model can be embedded into a Bayesian
(conditionally independent hierarchical) model (Kass and Steffey, 1989) by
writing (1) as a two stage hierarchy and specifying priors on the three
unknown parameters.
yij | %, *etN(%i , *&1e )
% | +, *%tN(1+, I*&1% ) *etGamma(a2 , b2) (2)
+tN(+0 , *&10 ) *%tGamma(a1 , b1),
where %$=(%1 , ..., %K), 1 is a K_1 column vector of ones, I is the K_K
identity matrix, and a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 , +0 , *0 are known constants. We assume
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that a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 , and *0 are all strictly positive, which implies that all of
the priors are proper. We say XtGamma(:, ;) if X is a random variable
supported on the positive half-line with density function f (x) B x:&1e&x;.
Using the conditional independence assumptions and letting f ( } | } ) repre-
sent a generic conditional density, the (K+3)-dimensional posterior den-
sity can be written an
?(%, +, *% , *e | y) B f ( y ij | %, *e) f (% | +, *%) f (*e) f (+) f (*%), (3)
where y represents all of the data.
All (Bayesian) inferences about the parameters are made through this
posterior density. However, it cannot be integrated in closed form. Thus,
one must resort to high dimensional numerical integration; analytical
approximations, such as the Laplace approximation described by Tierney,
Kass and Kadane (1989); or Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques like
the Gibbs sampler.
The Gibbs sampler for the balanced version of this model (in which
mi #m) was introduced by Gelfand and Smith (1990) and has been studied
by several authors. In particular, Rosenthal (1995b) constructed upper
bounds on the total variation distance between the n-step transition prob-
ability distribution and the posterior (stationary) distribution, but did not
establish geometric ergodicity. Also, Roberts and Sahu (1997) give the rate
of convergence under different parameterizations when the variance com-
ponents are assumed known. The conditional densities necessary to construct
the Gibbs and block Gibbs samplers are given in the following section.
3. THE NECESSARY CONDITIONALS
The univariate conditional densities that are required to use the Gibbs
sampler are given by
*% | *e , +, %tGamma \K2 +a1 , b1+
1
2
:
i
(% i&+)2+
*e | *% , +, %tGamma \N2 +a2 , b2+
1
2
:
i, j
( yij&%i)2+
(4)
+ | *% , *e , %tN \*0+0+K*%%

*0+K*%
,
1
*0+K*%+
%i | *% , *e , +, %&itN \*%++mi*ey i*%+mi*e ,
1
*%+mi *e+ i=1, ..., K,
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where %&i=(%1 , ..., % i&1 , %i+1 , ..., %K)$, N= i m i , % =K &1 i %i , and
y i=m&1i j yij . Although not explicitly used in our calculations, the
Markov transition density for the Gibbs sampler is given in the Appendix
for completeness.
A more efficient alternative to updating each of the normal components
sequentially is a block Gibbs update in which all of the normal components
are updated simultaneously (Liu, Wong and Kong, 1994; Roberts and
Sahu, 1997). Let ‘=(%1 , ..., %K , +)$. In order to use this block Gibbs
sampler, the density of ‘ | *% , *e is needed. From (3), we deduce that
‘ | *% , *e has a multivariate normal distribution with mean ‘0 and
covariance matrix V where
V&1=_ D
2
&*% 1$
&*%1
*0+K*%& ,
where D is a K_K diagonal matrix whose i th diagonal element is
dii=- *%+mi*e . The mean, ‘0 , is the solution to
*em1 y 1
*em2 y 2
V&1‘0=\ b + . (5)*emK y K*0+0
Let
t= :
K
i=1
mi*%*e
*%+mi*e
=K*%&*2% :
K
i=1
(*%+mi*e)&1.
Write the Cholesky factorization of the precision matrix as V&1=LL$,
where L is a lower-triangular matrix. The elements of L can be calculated
‘‘by hand’’ and it is straightforward to show that
L&1=_
D&1 0
& ,&c$D&1- *0+t 1- *0+t
where c$ is a 1_K row vector whose i th element is &*% dii .
The variances and covariances are now given along with upper bounds
that are used in Sections 5 and 6:
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Var(%i | *% , *e)=
1
*%+mi*e _1+
*2%
(*%+mi*e)(*0+t)&
1
*%+mi*e
+
1
*0
Cov(%i , %j | *% , *e)=
*2%
(*%+mi *e)(*%+mj*e)(*0+t)

1
*0
Cov(%i , + | *% , *e)=
*%
(*%+mi *e)(*0+t)

1
*0
Var(+ | *% , *e)=
1
*0+t

1
*0
.
We may now use (5) to calculate E(+ | *0 , *e) and E(%i | *% , *e):
E(+ | *% , *e)= :
K
j=1
mj *e y j Cov(%j , + | *% , *e)+*0+0 Var(+ | *% , *e)
=
1
*0+t _ :
K
j=1
mj*%*e y j
*%+m j*e
++0*0& .
Note that E(+ | *% , *e) is a convex combination of the y j ’s and +0 . Thus, it
is uniformly bounded by a constant. Now note that
E(%i | *% , *e)= :
K
j=1
m j*e y j Cov(%i , %j | *% , *e)+*0+0 Cov(%i , + | *% , *e)
=
*%
*%+mi *e _
1
*0+t _ :
K
j=1
mj*%*e y j
*%+mj*e
++0 *0&&+ *em i y i*%+mi*e .
Note that E(%i | *% , *e) is a convex combination of E(+ | *% , *e) and y i and
is therefore also uniformly bounded by a constant. Again, the Markov
transition density for the block Gibbs sampler is given in the Appendix for
completeness. In the next section, we present some necessary Markov chain
background and the drift condition that is used in Sections 5 and 6 to
demonstrate geometric ergodicity.
4. GEOMETRIC ERGODICITY AND DRIFT
This section outlines some basic Markov chain theory and describes the
drift condition that we will use. More general accounts of the following can
be found in Nummelin (1984), Meyn and Tweedie (1993), or Tierney
(1994). Let E be a subset of Euclidean k-space, E be the corresponding
Borel _-algebra, and P: E_E  [0, 1] a Markov transition function defining
a discrete time, time homogeneous Markov chain [Xn : n=0, 1, ...].
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Assume that this Markov chain is +-irreducible (where + is Lebesgue
measure on E), aperiodic and positive Harris. Let Pn: E_E  [0, 1],
n=2, 3, ..., denote the n-step Markov transition functions, and ? the
invariant probability measure. It is straightforward to show that the Gibbs
and block Gibbs Markov chains considered in this article satisfy these
assumptions and that the probability measure associated with the posterior
density, (3), is the invariant measure for both chains.
Suppose that g is a real-valued function on E such that | g| is ?-inte-
grable. Put ?g= g(x) ?(dx) and g n=n&1 ni=1 g(Xi). The assumptions
above imply that limn   g n=?g almost surely (Meyn and Tweedie, 1993,
p. 411). However, these assumptions are not enough to guarantee a central
limit theorem for g n , and we now turn our attention to establishing
asymptotic normality.
The Markov chain is called geometrically ergodic if there exists a ?-
integrable function M: E  R+ , and a constant 0<r<1 such that
&Pn(x, } )&?&M(x) rn
for all x # E and n=0, 1, 2, ... where & }& represents total variation distance.
Chan and Geyer (1994, p. 1751) show that if the chain is geometrically
ergodic, and | g|2+= is ?-integrable for some positive =, then - n (g n&?g)
converges in distribution to a mean-zero normal random variable whose
variance can be written in terms of Cov(g(X0), g(Xn)), n=0, 1, 2, ..., when
X0 t?. For reversible chains, the = is unnecessary; that is, a finite second
moment is sufficient (Roberts and Rosenthal, 1997). However, the Gibbs
samplers currently under study are not reversible.
If the function M( } ) is bounded, the chain is called uniformly ergodic.
Roberts and Polson (1994, Lemma 2) give a sufficient condition for
uniform ergodicity of a Gibbs sampler (under a slightly different norm).
However, their condition cannot be satisfied in our case because, as a func-
tion of the conditioning variables, our Markov transition densities are not
bounded away from zero.
To establish geometric ergodicity of our Gibbs samplers, we use a drift
condition which is now described. A positive function w is unbounded off
compact sets if for every #>0 the level set [x : w(x)#] is compact. The
following Proposition is a special case of Lemma 15.2.8 of Meyn and
Tweedie (1993).
Proposition 1. Suppose the Markov chain [Xn : n=0, 1, ...] is Feller
continuous. If for some positive function w that is unbounded off compact sets
Pw\w+L (6)
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for some \<1 and L<, where
(Pw)(x)=E[w(Xn+1) | Xn=x],
then the Markov chain is geometrically ergodic.
Feller continuity (Meyn and Tweedie, 1993, Chap. 6) is easily verified for
our problem (Hobert and Casella, 1998). The function w is sometimes
called an ‘‘energy’’ function. The suggested image is that w is a potential
energy surface and (6) implies that the chain goes ‘‘downhill’’ to states of
lower energy in expectation and so drifts toward states of low energy.
In the next section, we show that the block Gibbs sampler is geometri-
cally ergodic. Let m$=min[m1 , ..., mK] and m"=max[m1 , ..., mK]. In Sec-
tion 6 we show that if m$(- 5&2) m" and a1>(3K&2)(2K&2), then
the Gibbs sampler is geometrically ergodic.
5. THE BLOCK GIBBS SAMPLER
In this section we analyze a block Gibbs sampler with a fixed scan that
updates ‘ then *% then *e . Actually, since *% and *e are conditionally inde-
pendent given ‘, the order in which they are updated does not matter.
Thus, we are really dealing with a ‘‘two-variable’’ Gibbs sampler; the two
variables being ‘ and *=(*% , *e)$.
In order to construct an energy function for a drift condition, we need
to calculate some conditional expectations. We use ‘‘last’’ as a shorthand
for the variables of the last iteration. Conditional expectations given ‘‘last’’
are computed iteratively as
E[w(*% , *e , %, +) | last]=E[E[w(*% , *e , %, +) | %, +, last] | last]. (7)
Define the functions
w1=1*%
w2=1*e
w3=:
i
(% i&+)2
w4=:
i
mi ( y i&%i)2
w5=ec*%
w6=ec*e,
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where c is a positive constant. Consider the energy function w=6i=1 A iwi
where the Ai are positive constants to be determined. In order to show that
w is unbounded off compact sets, we must show that the level set
[(%1 , ..., %K , +, *% , *e) : w(%1 , ..., %K , +, *% , *e)#]
is compact. However, since w is continuous, it is enough to show that |%i |
is bounded for each i, |+| is bounded, *% is bounded away from both 0 and
, and the same for *e . Since w5   as *%   and w1   as *%  0,
we know that *% is contained as specified. A similar argument involving
w6 and w2 shows that *e is also contained. Since w4   as |%i |  , we
have %i contained, and given that %i is contained, w3   as |+|  
so + is contained as well. We conclude that w is unbounded off compact
sets.
We now prove that (6) holds. The terms w5 and w6 are easy to bound.
Let 0<c<min[b1 , b2] and note that
E(ec*% | %, +, last)=\ b1+
1
2  i (%i&+)
2
b1+ 12  i (%i&+)
2&c+
a1+K2
\ b1b1&c+
a1+K2
=const.,
(8)
where ‘‘const.’’ here means independent of any variables (it does of course
depend on K and the hyperparameters), and
E(ec*e | %, +, last)
=\
b2+ 12  i, j ( yij&%i)
2
b2+ 12  i, j ( yij&%i)
2&c+
a2+N2
\ b2b2&c+
a2+N2
=const. (9)
From (6) we see that constants are irrelevant, so we need not keep track
of them (we can choose any L< so we choose one larger than the sum
of all the constants we throw away). As noted by a referee, w5 and w6 are
included in the energy function only to ensure that it is unbounded
off compact sets. In other words, these functions are not by-products of
any of the conditional expectations calculated in the remainder of this
proof.
Since K2+a1>1, we have
E(w1 | %, +, last)=
2b1+ i (%i&+)
2
2a1+K&2
=
2b1+w3
2a1+K&2
. (10)
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Similarly, since N2+a2>1,
E(w2 | %, +, last)=
2b2+ i, j ( yij&%i)
2
2a2+N&2
=
2b2+ i, j ( yij& y i)
2+ i m i (%i& y i)
2
2a2+N&2
=const.+
w4
2a2+N&2
. (11)
In order to calculate E(w1 | last) according to (7), we now require
E(w3 | last). Using the results from Section 2, we have
E(w3 | last)=:
i
Var[(% i&+) | *% , *e]+:
i
(E[(%i&+) | *% , *e])2
=const.+:
i
Var(%i | *% , *e)
const.+:
i
(*%+mi *e)&1
const.+w2 :
i
m&1i .
As a way of clarifying the ‘‘last’’ notation, we note that this result can be
written as
E _:i (%
(n+1)
i &+
(n+1))2 | ‘(n), * (n)% , *
(n)
e &const.+ 1* (n)e :i m
&1
i ,
where (‘(n), * (n)% , *
(n)
e ) and (‘
(n+1), * (n+1)% , *
(n+1)
e ) denote the current state
and the future state, respectively.
Similarly,
E(w4 | last)=const.+:
i
m i Var(%i | *% , *e)
const.+:
i
m i (*%+mi*e)&1
const.+Kw2 .
Therefore, E(w1 | last)const.+$1w2 and E(w2 | last)const.+$2w2 where
$1=
i m&1i
2a1+K&2
< and $2=
K
2a2+N&2
<1.
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Now, there exist an =>0 and a 0<\<1 such that =($1+ m&1i +K)
+$2<\. Therefore,
E(=(w1+w3+w4)+w2+w5+w6 | last)
const.+= \$1+: m&1i +K+ w2+$2w2
const.+\w2
which implies geometric ergodicity by Proposition 1. Summarizing all of
this we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2. The block Gibbs sampler for the model described in
Section 2 is geometrically ergodic. The constant \ in the drift condition (6)
may be any real number greater than $2 .
6. THE GIBBS SAMPLER
In the Gibbs sampler, all of the components of ‘ are updated
individually. Since the %i ’s are conditionally independent given *% , *e , and
+, the order in which they are updated does not matter. In this section, we
consider a fixed scan Gibbs sampler that updates + then the %i ’s then *%
then *e . This is a cyclic permutation of the scan order used by Rosenthal
(1995b). Because an elementary update cannot increase total variation dis-
tance from stationarity, either both scan orders are geometrically ergodic
or neither is.
Conditional expectations given ‘‘last’’ are computed iteratively as
E[w(*% , *e , %, +) | last]=E[E[E[w(*% , *e , %, +) | %, +, last] | +, last] | last].
(12)
Define two more functions
w7=(+& y )2
w8=
K*%
*0+K*%
(% & y )2,
where y =K&1 i y i . Our new energy function is w$=B1 w1+B2w2+
B4w4+B5 w5+B6w6+B7 w7+B8w8 where the Bi are positive constants to
be determined. The function w$ is clearly continuous, and an argument
similar to that given just after introducing w in Section 5 shows that w$ is
also unbounded off compact sets.
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We now prove that (6) holds. First, note that (8), (9), (10), and (11) all
remain valid for the Gibbs sampler. However, E(w3 | last) and E(w4 | last)
are now computed by conditioning on +,
E(w3 | +, last)=:
i
1
*%+mi*e
+:
i _
mi*e(+& y i)
*%+mi*e &
2

K
*%+m$*e
+_ m"*e*%+m"*e&
2
:
i
(+& y + y & y i)2
const.+
K
*%+m$*e
+K _ m"*e*%+m"*e&
2
(+& y )2
const.+Kw1+K _ m"*e*%+m"*e&
2
w7 , (13)
and
E(w4 | +, last)=:
i
mi
*%+mi*e
+:
i
m i _*%(+& y i)*%+mi *e&
2

Km"
*%+m"*e
+m" _ *%*%+m$*e&
2
:
i
(+& y + y & y i)2
const.+Km"w1+Km"w7 . (14)
Thus, in order to find E(w3 | last) and E(w4 | last), we need
E(w7 | last)=
1
*0+K*%
+_*0+0+K*%%

*0+K*%
& y &
2
const.+_ *0*0+K*% (+0& y )+
K*%
*0+K*%
(% & y )&
2
const.+\ K*%*0+K*%+ (% & y )2
=const.+w8 , (15)
where the second inequality is the convexity inequality [*X+(1&*) Y]2
*X 2+(1&*) Y2 for 0<*<1. Putting all of this together, we have
E(w3 | last)const.+Kw1+K _ m"*e*%+m"*e&
2
w8 (16)
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and
E(w4 | last)const.+Km"w1+Km"w8 . (17)
Finally, we need a bound on E(w8 | last), which we now find. First, since
K*% (*0+K*%) is a concave function of *% , Jensen’s inequality gives
E _\ K*%*0+K*%+ } %, +, last&
KE(*% | %, +, last)
*0+KE(*% | %, +, last)
=
K 2+2Ka1
K 2+2Ka1+*0(2b1+i (%i&+)2)

K 2+2Ka1
2*0b1+K 2+2Ka1
=$3 . (18)
Now, since the %i ’s are conditionally independent, we know from (4) that
% | +, *% , *etN \ 1K :i
*%++mi*e y i
*%+mi *e
,
1
K 2
:
i
1
*%+mi *e+ .
Therefore,
E[(% & y )2 | +, last]=
1
K 2
:
i
1
*%+mi *e
+_1K :i
*%
*%+mi*e
(+& y i)&
2

1
K
1
*%+m$*e
+
1
K
:
i _
*%
*%+mi*e
(+& y i)&
2
const.+
w1
K
+\ *%*%+m$*e+
2
(+& y )2
=const.+
w1
K
+\ *%*%+m$*e+
2
w7 , (19)
where the first inequality is Jensen’s. It follows that
E[(% & y )2 | last]const.+
w1
K
+\ *%*%+m$*e+
2
w8 .
Finally,
E(w8 | last)const.+$3 \w1K +\
*%
*%+m$*e+
2
w8+ .
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In summary,
E(w1 | last)const.+
K
2a1+K&2 {w1+\
m"*e
*%+m"*e+
2
w8=
E(w2 | last)const.+
Km"
2a2+N&2
(w1+w8)
E(w4 | last)const.+Km"w1+Km"w8
E(w5 | last)const.
E(w6 | last)const.
E(w7 | last)const.+w8
E(w8 | last)const.+$3 \w1K +\
*%
*%+m$*e+
2
w8+ .
It is straightforward to show that
\ m"*e*%+m"*e+
2
+\ *%*%+m$*e+
2
<1 (20)
as long as m$>(- 5&2) m", which basically says that the data are not too
unbalanced. Now we may construct the drift condition.
First, note that
1&
K
2a1+K&2
&
$3
K
>1&
K
2a1+K&2
&
1
K
=
a1(2K&2)&(3K&2)
K(2a1+K&2)
,
which is nonnegative as long as a1(3K&2)(2K&2); that is, if
a1(3K&2)(2K&2) then
K
2a1+K&2
+
$3
K
<1. (21)
Therefore, if a1(3K&2)(2K&2), then there exist =1>0 and 0<\1<1
such that
=1 _ Km"2a2+N&2+Km"&+
K
2a1+K&2
+
$3
K
<\1
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and there exist =2>0 and 0<\2<1 such that
=2 _ Km"2a2+N&2+Km"+1&+max {
K
2a1+K&2
, $3=<\2 .
Let =$=min[=1 , =2]. Assuming that m$>(- 5&2) m" and a1(3K&2)
(2K&2), we have E(w1+w8 | last)
E(w1+w8 | last)
const.+w1 \ K2a1+K&2+
$3
K+
+w8 { K2a1+K&2 \
m"*e
*%+m"*e+
2
+$3 \ *%*%+m$*e+
2
=
const.+w1 \ K2a1+K&2+
$3
K++w8 max {
K
2a1+K&2
, $3=
and
E(=$(w2+w4+w7) | last)const.+=$ _ Km"2a2+N&2+Km"& w1
+=$ _ Km"2a2+N&2+Km"+1& w8 .
Finally, putting all of these results together yields
E(=$(w2+w4+w7)+w5+w6+w1+w8 | last)const.+\1w1+\2 w8 ,
which implies geometric ergodicity by Proposition 1. Summarizing, we
have another proposition.
Proposition 3. The Gibbs sampler for the model described in Section 2 is
geometrically ergodic whenever m$>(- 5&2) m" and a1(3K&2)(2K&2).
The constant \ in the drift condition (6) may be any real number greater than
max { K2a1+K&2+
$3
K
, max _ K2a1+K&2, $3&= .
If the data are balanced, then the condition m$>(- 5&2) m" is
automatically satisfied. Since - 5&2r0.236, in the unbalanced case, the
condition will hold if the largest sample size is no more than 4 times the
smallest. Note that (3K&2)(2K&2)2 for all K # [2, 3, 4, ...]. Thus, the
condition on a1 will be satisfied as long as a12. In the next section, we
mention some possible extensions of our results.
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7. DISCUSSION
The conditions on a1 , m$, and m" in Proposition 3 appear to be artifacts
of the approximations used in the analysis, and thus there is no reason to
believe that geometric ergodicity does not hold when m$(- 5&2) m"
andor a1<(3K&2)(2K&2). Indeed, we have done some simulation
experiments, similar to those described in Roberts and Rosenthal (1998,
Section 4), which suggest that the central limit theorem holds in the
a1<(3K&2)(2K&2) case. On the other hand, geometric ergodicity is not
necessary for central limit theorems.
Our one-way random effects model is a special case of the hierarchical
general linear mixed model discussed by Searle et al. (1992, Chapter 9).
Results regarding geometric ergodicity of the Gibbs sampler for the general
model would be of great practical interest since many researchers, par-
ticulary animal breeders (e.g., Wang et al., 1993), use these Gibbs samplers
for Bayesian data analysis. Also, improper priors are often used because of
a lack of prior information or simply for convenience. Hobert and Casella
(1996) consider the propriety of posteriors corresponding to hierarchical
general linear mixed models with improper priors. It would be interesting
to know which, if any, of the associated Gibbs samplers are geometrically
ergodic.
Finally, Rosenthal (1995a) gives a method of calculating actual rates of
convergence for Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms, which can be
used, for example, to choose an appropriate burn-in period. Beyond estab-
lishing (6), Rosenthal’s method involves some additional minorization con-
ditions. Thus, it may be possible to use the results herein in conjunction
with Rosenthal’s (1995a) technique to establish such rates.
APPENDIX
The Markov transition density for the block Gibbs sampler; that is, the
probability density function of (‘n+1, * (n+1)% , *
(n+1)
e ) given (‘
(n), *(n)% , *
(n)
e ), is
f (‘(n+1) | * (n)% , *
(n)
e ) f (*
(n+1)
% | ‘
(n+1)) f (* (n+1)e | ‘
(n+1)),
where the conditional densities are identified by ignoring the superscripts
(time indices). For example, using (4) we have
f (* (n+1)% | ‘
(n+1))=
;K2+a1
1(K2+a1)
(* (n+1)% )
K2+a1&1 exp[&* (n+1)% ;],
where ;=b1+ 12 i (%
(n+1)
i &+
(n+1))2.
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Similarly, the Markov transition density for the Gibbs sampler; that is,
the probability density function of (+(n+1), %(n+1), * (n+1)% , *
(n+1)
e ) given
(+(n), %(n), * (n)% , *
(n)
e ) is
f (+(n+1) | % (n), * (n)% ) f (%
(n+1) | +(n+1), * (n)% , *
(n)
e )
_ f (* (n+1)% | +
(n+1), %(n+1)) f (* (n+1)e | +
(n+1), %(n+1)).
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